Because every word matters

Hear. Learn. Live

Every word children hear helps them learn, communicate and take part in what’s going on around them.

Hearing aids and assistive listening devices make words accessible to children with hearing loss. ReSound Up Smart™ ensures constant and consistent audibility of speech at safe and comfortable levels. It fits 90% of all hearing losses. And it’s also the only hearing aid for children that wirelessly streams clear sound from iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.

ReSound Up Smart will maximize your child’s opportunities for learning speech and language and for social interaction via oral communication – at every age and every developmental stage.

ReSound

ReSound® develops hearing solutions that emulate the natural ear. They let people forget their hearing loss and that they’re wearing hearing instruments – enabling them to live rich, active and fulfilling lives.

ReSound Up Smart™ brings industry-leading ReSound technology to hearing care for children. Together with the unique ReSound Unite™ Mini Microphone, a choice of excellent FM solutions and wireless streaming from iPhone, iPad and iPod touch, ReSound Up Smart provides the foundation for maximizing speech and language development for children of all ages.

www.resound.com/upsmart
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Words, words and more words

When coupled with the ReSound Unite™ Mini Microphone, ReSound Up Smart™ hearing aids maximize your young child’s access to speech and language. The ReSound Unite Mini Microphone is a small, clip-on microphone that sends sounds, such as a speaker’s voice, directly to the hearing aids. It improves the child’s ability to hear speech clearly over distance and in noisy environments and helps them communicate better – anywhere and at every age.

The ReSound Unite Mini Microphone maximizes your child’s exposure to speech and language

Because kids will be kids

Children’s hearing aids have to be designed especially for children. They should be able to take whatever kids dish out. ReSound Up Smart hearing aids live up to all safety standards – and surpass most of them. They feature a self-locking battery-door that’s practically impossible to force. There’s a range of comfortable retention tools like CLIP AND GO™ to keep ReSound Up Smart securely on the most active children’s ears. Unique iSolate™ nanotech coating shields them from moisture, oil and debris, inside and out. And they’re built to last – because, after all, kids will be kids.

ReSound Up Smart receives stereo sound directly from iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. This direct connection makes the hearing aids work like wireless stereo headphones. Your child can use educational apps, listen to audio books, talk or video chat, and take their music with them on the go.

A look you’ll like

Whether your child is a baby, a teen or somewhere in between, ReSound Up Smart hearing aids are attractive and comfortable for all-day wear. They’re small for small ears. Curved for style and fit. And they’re soft blue, pretty pink, pearly white, really red, brilliant blue, and more.
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